Hooray For NMR Spectroscopy!
by Greg Crowther

I love my magnet; it measures it gives me it doesn't

molecules galore, from fat and water,
spectra full of peaks, and, with a standard,
cause my subjects pain! They'll gladly help me,

I'll find the numbers that I seek. Consider this
sometimes without financial gain! I scan their people!

It's non-invasive; there's no peak A is twice the size of or just one anatomical
mess! Time resolution
B. If B's the standard,
zone. The coils and gradients
is several
then you know
let me choose

seconds, sometimes less!
A's molar ity!
"But there are atoms you can't
muscle, brain, or bone.
"I don't like all this chemistry
lying immobile ain't for
see!"
try."
The ones you
It's great for
It's only

can are enough for me!
scientists like me!
Hooray for NMRSpectroscopy
for an hour or three!
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